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ABSTRACT
Ni± 44 at.% Al single crystals were studied after compressive deformation

along the hard orientation between 700 and 825 K. In order to understand the
mechanism of the slip transition occurring at intermediate temperatures,
compression was performed at various strain rates and to various strain levels.
Local decomposition of ah111i dislocations was observed between 750 and 800 K.
At 800 K (the slip transition temperature), complete decomposition occurs into
ah101i and ah010i dislocations. Several unique features are associated with this
decomposition event, such as the preference for near-edge line directions (for the
ah111i dislocations), signi® cant strain softening between 800 and 900 K, and the
eŒect of thermal activation in determining the extent of the actual decomposition
event.

} 1. INTRODUCTION
NiAl has been the subject of extensive research because of its potential to replace

Ni-based superalloys in high-temperature structural applications in the aerospace

industry. It has several desirable properties, including a low density (two thirds that

of a superalloy), high melting point and excellent oxidation and corrosion resis-

tances. In addition, it has excellent thermal conductivity which can reduce the

`hot-spot’ temperature of turbine blades and vanes by 50 K, but NiAl also suŒers

from lack of strength at high temperatures, and poor ductility at low temperatures.
Recent progress has been achieved, however, in both of these areas (Darolia et al.

1992, Noebe and Garg 1995, Levit et al. 1996).

The usual mode of deformation in both single-crystal and polycrystalline NiAl is

through motion of ah010i dislocations at all temperatures. However, on stressing
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single crystals of NiAl along the cube axes (also known as the `hard’ orientation),

h010i slip is suppressed, since there is no resolved shear stress on the ah010i disloca-

tions. Instead, slip occurs through ah111i dislocations at lower temperatures
(Loretto and Wasilewski 1971, Pascoe and Newey 1971, Sun et al. 1995).

Deformation by this mode requires much higher yield and ¯ ow stresses, compared

with soft (non-h001i-oriented) NiAl.

Starting at intermediate temperatures in hard-oriented NiAl, there is a sharp

decrease in the yield strength with increasing temperature. This coincides with a
change in deformation mode from ah111i to non-ah111i processes (Fraser et al.

1973b, Kim 1990, Field et al. 1991, Kim and Gibala 1991). There has been consider-

able debate in the literature regarding the activity of ah010i versus ah101i disloca-

tions beyond this slip transition temperature (Fraser et al. 1973a, Kim 1990).

Interestingly, deformation by ah010i dislocations has been reported to occur primar-
ily in stoichiometric NiAl (Fraser et al. 1973a) , while extensive ah101i slip has been

observed in slightly Ni-rich Ni± Al (Kim 1990). The apparent diŒerence in deforma-

tion mode has been explained in brief elsewhere (Mills et al. 1998b, Srinivasan et al.

1998).

Despite the vast amount of research performed on the deformation processes in

NiAl, there is relatively little understanding of the exact mechanism and details of
the slip transition in hard-oriented single crystals. One reason for the lack of infor-

mation concerning the dislocation mechanisms associated with the slip transition is

that geometrical kinking of compression samples tends to occur just below the slip

transition temperature. The profusion of ah010i activity, which is generated by

kinking, therefore obscures the underlying processes involving ah111i dislocations.
Earlier in-situ hot-stage studies on Ni± 48 at.% Al (Kim and Gibala 1991), however,

have provided valuable information about the mechanism of decomposition of

ah111i dislocations at elevated temperatures.

In this paper, we attempt to provide, mainly through experimental observations,

the sequence of events by which the slip transition occurs at intermediate tempera-
tures in Ni± 44 at.% Al. This alloy composition is particularly interesting for this

purpose since the tendency for kinking is signi® cantly reduced relative to the stoi-

chiometric composition. Consequently, we have been able to observe deformation

microstructures in Ni± 44 at.% Al (at temperatures below the slip transition tempera-

ture) that are not a result of kinking. The theoretical basis behind the process of slip

transition has been discussed in detail in the accompanying paper (Brown et al.
2000), and elsewhere (Srinivasan et al. 1998). Deformation beyond the slip transition

temperature in Ni± 44 at.% Al has also been addressed elsewhere (Mills et al. 1998b).

} 2. EXPERIMENTAL
Single crystals of Ni± 44 at.% Al were grown by a Bridgman technique at General

Electric Aircraft Engines (Cincinnati, Ohio) and homogenized in an Ar atmosphere

for 50 h at 1589 K. [001]-oriented compression specimens approximately 4 mm in

diameter and 8 mm in length were machined from the ingots. A length : diameter
ratio of 2 : 1 is helpful in reducing the tendency for kinking (Field et al 1991).

Compression tests were performed on an Instron testing apparatus, at various tem-

peratures and to various strain levels at strain rates between 10¡4 and 10¡5 s¡1. The

compression tests were conducted at Glenn Research Center, National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA), and at The Ohio State University. All samples
were cooled rapidly by forced air immediately following unloading.
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Discs for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were cut from deformed

samples using a low-speed saw. Final preparation of thin foils for TEM study

consisted of jet polishing using a Struers twin-jet electropolisher. A current of 25±
30 mA and a voltage of 4± 8 V was used in the polishing process. TEM investigations

were carried out on a Philips CM 200 (LaB6 cathode) operating at 200 kV. For

anisotropic elasticity image simulations, the image software CUFOUR developed

by R. Schaublin and P. Stadelmann was used. Atomistic simulations, discussed in the

accompanying paper (Brown et al. 2000), were performed using the embedded-atom
method (EAM) theory, previously developed by Daw and Baskes (1984).

} 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Deformation at low temperatures (300± 500 K)
Figure 1 shows the variation of yield strength versus temperature for Ni±

44 at.% Al. The data are for a strain rate of 1:4 £ 10¡4 s¡1. Detailed TEM analysis

has been performed on samples deformed in the temperature range 300± 1050 K.

Samples deformed at temperatures for which TEM results are discussed in this

paper are indicated by the open squares in the ® gure. The slip transition (which is

also associated with a sharp decrease in yield strength at intermediate temperatures)

is observed to occur around 800 K for Ni± 44 at.% Al. The region of sharp decrease
in yield strength will be termed the `knee’ in the yield strength curve. The slip

transition in stoichiometric NiAl is associated with the onset of appreciable tensile

ductility, and a large increase in the strain-rate sensitivity (Field et al. 1991). Note the

remarkably athermal nature of the yield strength data below the temperature T k of

the `knee’ , and the sharp dependence of yield strength on temperature above T k.
At very low temperatures (77± 298 K), h111i{112} slip dominates in Ni±

50 at.% Al (Sun et al. 1995), and reverts to h111i{110} slip at higher temperatures.
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Figure 1. Graph of yield strength versus temperature for Ni± 44 at.% Al and Ni± 50 at.% Al.
The slip transition in both alloys is associated with a sharp drop in yield strength,
termed as the `knee’ in the yield strength curve. The `knee’ for Ni± 44 at.% Al occurs at
a higher temperature than for Ni± 50 at.% Al.



The microstructure in Ni± 44 at.% Al deformed at 500 K (strain rate, 1:4 £ 10¡4 s¡1)

is characterized by long wavy edge ah111i dislocations, as shown in ® gure 2. This is
indicative of extensive cross-slip of screw dislocations between the {110} and the

{112} planes (the existence of both slip modes has been veri® ed by line trace analy-

sis). The edge components are much longer than their screw counterparts, possibly

implying that the edges have the lowest mobility in this deformation regime. The

dipole-like con® guration seen for many of the edge segments (in ® gure 2) indicates
that these edge components may be present following the cross-slip and annihilation

of screw components of the dislocations. It should be noted here that the edge

dipoles are very narrow (less than 0.05 mm), making it di� cult to determine whether

they lie on the same plane or are separated out of their glide plane. Consequently, it

is not possible to determine conclusively whether the large density of near-edge

component is due to the relatively low mobility of edge segments, or to the cross-
slip annihilation of screw segments. However, earlier studies on stoichiometric NiAl

have indicated that the edge dipoles are probably created owing to cross-slip and

annihilation of screw segments (Noebe et al. 1995, Sun et al. 1995), rather than

through the extension of screw components of an ah111i loop.

At higher temperatures in Ni± 44 at.% Al (between approximately 600 and
800 K), ah111i slip occurs exclusively on {110} planes. Detailed TEM investigations

carried out between 700 and 800 K have revealed interesting microstructural details

associated with the ah111i dislocations and provide a more complete picture of the

slip transition than has been determined previously. As mentioned earlier, the slip

transition in Ni± 44 at.% Al occurs around 800 K and is achieved through decom-
position of ah111i dislocations. The subsequent sections describe this decomposition
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Figure 2. g ˆ …020† bright-® eld micrograph in Ni± 44 at.% Al showing ah111i dislocations in
the dislocation microstructure for Ni± 44 at.% Al deformed 1.2% at 500 K. The beam
direction is close to [001]. The dislocations are elongated near the edge orientation and
are wavy in nature, owing to the extensive cross-slip. Dislocations A are a[111] dis-
locations, and B are a‰1·11Š dislocations.



process. It should be mentioned again that this Ni-rich composition oŒers a unique

opportunity to study this decomposition process, as the stoichiometric composition

is prone to extensive geometrical kinking just below the `knee’ temperature.

3.2. Dislocation con® gurations associated with the slip transition

Earlier studies (Field et al. 1991, Kim and Gibala 1991, Srinivasan et al. 1997)

have indicated that the slip transition is achieved through the decomposition of

ah111i dislocations, as follows:

a‰111Š ! a‰101Š ‡ a‰010Š: …1†

This reaction is energetically favourable near the edge orientation for the a‰111Š
dislocation on the (·101) glide plane (Fu and Yoo 1992). While the driving force

for the decomposition reaction may be ascribed to this energy consideration, there
is no obvious way to explain the thermal activation which appears to be required for

this reaction to proceed to completion. Thus, it is not clear why stable glide of ah111i
dislocations on {101} planes is commonly observed at lower temperatures (Loretto

and Wasilewski 1971, VeyssieÁ re and Noebe 1992, Sun et al. 1995, Srinivasan et al.

1996), rather than the occurrence of spontaneous decomposition.
Figure 3 shows the deformation microstructure in Ni± 44 at.% Al deformed 0.7%

at 750 K (strain rate, 1:4 £ 10¡4 s¡1). Deformation occurs through ah111i{110} slip.

As seen at lower temperatures, the dislocations are again largely of near-edge char-

acter. However, the dislocations tend not to be in dipole con® gurations (as in ® gure
2) but, instead, are often seen as individual ah111i dislocations. The observation of

elongated loops of ah111i dislocations with a majority of edge character indicates

that the edge segments are indeed the more slowly moving components of the dis-

location.

There are several distinctive dislocation con® gurations seen in ® gure 3 which are

not observed at lower temperatures. The ® rst are the small a[111] loops indicated for

example at L in the ® gure. Second are the loop-like features seen at A in the ® gure.
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Figure 3. Weak-beam (g-3g† g ˆ (110) image in Ni± 44 at.% Al deformed 0.7% at 750 K.
a[111] dislocations are dominant in the microstructure. The zone axis is near [001]. The
line direction of the edge-oriented a‰111Š dislocations is indicated as uedge. The arrows
indicate cusp-like features (labelled C) observed on several of the a[111] dislocations.
Several loops of a[111] dislocations are also observed (labelled L). In addition, other
loop-like features (discussed in the text) are indicated as A.



These are, however, not complete a[111] loops, as will be discussed below. Another

distinction compared with the structures at lower temperatures is the presence of

sharp cusp-like features on many of the near-edge segments, which are labelled C in
the ® gure. The remainder of the ah111i segments appear to bow around these cusp-

like features, resulting in the formation of a near-screw ah111i line length around the

cusp. The cusps appear to be local pinning points on the near-edge segment.

Figure 4 shows a higher-magni ® cation view of the ah111i dislocations discussed

above. The a[·1·11] half-loops (shown in the ® gure) seem to be linked by a[001]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) g ˆ (110) weak-beam g-3g (zone axis between [001] and [·111Š†; (b) g ˆ …0·11†
bright-® eld (zone axis near [011]) micrographs showing the nature of a[001]
linking dipole-like segments between a‰·1·11Š half-loops observed in Ni± 44 at.% Al
strained 0.7% at 750 K. Note that the a‰001Š dislocations are observed in residual
contrast in (a). The strain rate is 1:4 £ 10¡4 s¡1.



dislocations. These dislocations are observed in residual contrast for a g-…110† dif-

fracting vector. DiŒraction contrast and tilting experiments have shown these linking

dislocations to be a[001] dipoles aligned along the [110] directions. It is possible that
the screw component of the a‰·1·11Š dislocations can cross-slip from a (101) plane to a

(112) plane and subsequently decompose along the edge orientation as follows:

a‰·1·11Š ! a‰·1·10Š ‡ a‰001Š: …2†

The a‰·1·10Š segments can subsequently annihilate, leaving a[001] dipoles in the micro-

structure. However, this explanation is incomplete and cannot explain why the a[001]

dipoles also cannot annihilate. Also, it is hard to explain why the a‰·1·10Š dislocations

should in fact move and annihilate on the (112) plane, since they cannot glide on that
plane. Thus, no satisfactory explanation can be provided at this juncture for the

observation of the a[001] dipoles, but the logical explanation for their presence seems

to be related to the cross-slip of the a‰·1·11Š dislocations on to other {112} (or {110})

planes in the ‰·1·11Š zone.

We now turn attention to the cusped con® gurations identi® ed earlier in ® gure 3.

Figure 5 shows a magni® ed view of an a‰·111Š dislocation, in Ni± 44 at.% Al deformed
0.4% at 800 K (a slightly higher temperature than for ® gure 3, note that Tk ˆ 800 K

for Ni± 44 at.% Al). The overall alignment of the dislocations is still near the edge

orientation (actually aligned approximately along both h111i directions in the glide

plane). However, local deviations from this overall alignment are seen all along the

dislocation, such that the local line length is actually predominantly near the screw
orientation. Particularly interesting are the short segments that are of near-edge

orientation (70.58 away from the screw orientation). While the screw line lengths

appear to be compact, the near-edge component has decomposed into a[101] and

a[010] dislocations, as indicated in the ® gure. Note that the temperature of deforma-

tion, where the ® rst observable signs of decomposition of ah111i dislocations occur,
is very close to T k in Ni± 44 at.% Al.
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Figure 5. Higher-magni® cation g ˆ …101† image showing the local decomposition of an
a[111] dislocation occurring along the 708, ‰1·11Š direction on the (·101) glide plane:
zone axis near ‰·101Š. The screw-oriented portions of the segment are undecomposed.
Decomposition is energetically favoured near the edge orientation.



The same Ni± 44 at.% Al sample deformed 0.4% at 800 K actually shows slip

activity on two separate systems. While the dislocations from the one dominant

ah111i{110} slip system (shown in ® gure 5 and region A of ® gure 6) appear to be

in the process of decomposing, the other slip system consists mainly of ah101i and

ah010i dislocations that would add up to ah111i dislocations on the same glide plane,
indicating that complete decomposition of the ah111i dislocations has occurred.

Region B of ® gure 6 shows an example of this decomposed microstructure.

At higher strains at 800 K, TEM investigation reveals that complete decomposi-

tion of ah111i dislocations has occurred, resulting in ah011i and ah100i dislocations

in the microstructure. The ah100i dislocations are frequently observed in dipole

con® gurations, and all dislocations are consistently aligned along h111i directions.
Figure 7, which shows the deformation microstructure in Ni± 44 at.% Al strained

1.7% at 800 K (which is very close to the `knee’ temperature in Ni± 44 at.% Al) is

representative of this microstructure. The observation of the ah100i dipoles in ® gure

7 cannot be easily explained through a simple decomposition process of the ah111i
dislocations (a simple decomposition along the 708, h111i directions would result in a
parallel arrangement of ah100i and ah011i dislocations). Also, it is interesting to note

that several ah011i and ah100i dislocations are observed in pairs, as indicated by the

letter p, shown in ® gure 7. These paired dislocations would add up to ah111i dis-

locations on the same glide planey. This is further evidence that decomposition of
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Figure 6. Deformation microstructure in Ni± 44 at.% Al strained 0.4% at 800 K at
1:4 £ 10¡4 s¡1: zone axis [001]. Two diŒerent slip systems are shown. The slip system
in region A shows a‰111Š(·101† activity. The slip system in region B shows a[011] and
a‰·100] dislocations, and some a‰·111Š dislocations that are still undecomposed. These
dislocations have a …0·11) glide plane.

yUsing the fact that the line direction of all the dislocations is h111i, and the trace formed
by the intersection of these pairs of ah011i and ah100i dislocations is h100i, it can be deter-
mined that they lie on a single {011} plane.



ah111i dislocations indeed occurs, leading to the slip transition. For completeness,
we shall mention here that the average separation between the ah010i dipole seg-

ments is approximately 0.05 mm. This information is important to validate the results

obtained through anisotropic elasticity calculations that are discussed in the accom-

panying paper (Brown et al. 2000). Note the ¯ ag-like contrast observed on the

dislocations in ® gure 7. This contrast is fully consistent with that observed through
image simulations using the CUFOUR program.

Earlier anisotropic elastic calculations (Fu and Yoo 1992) have shown that it is

indeed energetically favourable for ah111i dislocations to undergo a glide decom-

position reaction near the edge orientation. The reaction is favoured for approxi-

mately 55± 1258 from the screw orientation and is elastically unfavourable for all
other orientations. The decomposition force is a maximum along the 70.58, h111i
direction in the glide plane (Fu and Yoo 1992, Brown et al. 2000). This can explain

the alignment of dislocations along the near-edge h111i directions, but the calcula-

tions by Fu and Yoo (1992) do not provide an understanding of the temperature

dependence of the decomposition reaction and hence do not explain the observed

microstructure in NiAl satisfactorily. The results of atomistic and elasticity calcula-
tions, discussed in the accompanying paper (Brown et al. 2000), reveal additional

details regarding the nature of the decomposition process of the ah111i dislocations.

3.3. EVect of strain rate

Compression tests were performed at lower strain rates to determine the eŒect of

changes in strain rate on the deformation microstructure and macroscopic properties

of Ni± 44 at.% Al at temperatures at and below T k. The strain rate has very little
eŒect on the yield strength at temperatures below T k. Ni± 44 at.% Al samples
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Figure 7. Deformation microstructure in Ni± 44 at.% Al strained 1.7% at 800 K. The diŒract-
ing vector is (110), and the zone axis (Z.A.) is close to [001]. Only ah011iand ah100i
dislocations are observed in the microstructure. The ah011i and ah100i dislocations
that are indicated by the letter p (denoting pairs) add up to ah111i dislocations on the
same glide plane, indicating that decomposition of ah111i dislocations is probably
responsible for the observed deformation microstructure. Note the observation of
a[100] dipoles indicated by d. All dislocations are observed along h111i directions.



deformed below the `knee’ , at strain rates of 10¡4 and 10¡5 s¡1 show very similar

yield strengths and ¯ ow behaviour between 700 and 775 K. However, above T k, the

yield strength is a very strong function of the strain rate, for both Ni± 50 at.% Al
(Pascoe and Newey 1971) and Ni± 44 at.% Al (R. Srinivasan and M. J. Mills 1999,

unpublished research). (Note that, since we have limited the scope of discussion in

this paper to deformation at and below the `knee’ , the issue of strain-rate sensitivity

above the `knee’ will be discussed elsewhere.) The value of T k itself does seem to be

somewhat aŒected by changes in the strain rate. The microstructure of an Ni±
44 at.% Al sample deformed 1.6% at 750 K, at a lower strain rate of

1:4 £ 10¡5 s¡1, consists primarily of screw ah111i segments (with very little non-

screw line length) and is very similar to that observed in ® gure 5 (Ni± 44 at.% Al,

deformed at 800 K and 1:4 £ 10¡5 s¡1). In general, decreasing the strain rate by an

order of magnitude seems to decrease Tk by approximately 25± 50 K, based on
experimental observations. An explanation for the observed behaviour will be pro-

vided, through a model of the ah111i decomposition in the accompanying paper

(Brown et al. 2000).

3.4. The role of ah101i dislocation mobility in the slip transition process

We now turn attention to the mobility of ah101i dislocations. During the decom-

position process, there is no macroscopic resolved shear stress (or climb force) on the

ah010i decomposition product, but there is resolved shear stress on the ah101i dis-

location. Studies beyond the slip transition temperature in Ni± 48 at.% Al (Kim and
Gibala 1991), Ni± 44 at.% Al (Srinivasan et al. 1997) and stoichiometric NiAl bicrys-

tals (Miracle 1991 Mills et al. 1998a) have demonstrated the existence of ah101i{101}

glide, at least in a ® nite-temperature window immediately beyond Tk in the respec-

tive compounds. This raises two important points.

(a) Why does ah111i motion dominate over ah101i motion below T k?

(b) What role does the motion of ah101i dislocations have to play in the process

of decomposition and slip transition?

A partial answer to question (a) is provided below, limiting the discussion to the

scope of this paper.
Estimates of the Peierls’ stress for a‰·101Š dislocations aligned along the [·1·11Š

direction, based on EAM calculations, indicate that the a‰·101Š dislocation has a

much higher friction stress at lower temperatures than a‰·111Š dislocations do

(M. S. Daw, J. Brown, R. Srinivasan and M. J. Mills 1999, unpublished research).

Deformation at lower temperatures is consequently dominated by ah111i glide. The

lower mobility of ah101i dislocations persists up to T k. The accompanying paper,
which presents the model for ah111i decomposition, discusses in detail the impor-

tance of ah101i dislocation mobility in determining the micromechanics of the ah111i
decomposition process. It is important to note that, at temperatures signi® cantly

greater than Tk (e.g. T ˆ 875 K), deformation has been observed to occur only

through ah101i{101} glide in Ni± 44 at.% Al (R. Srinivasan and M. J. Mills 1999,
unpublished research).

Since we have mentioned the ah101i mobility as a critical factor in determining

the decomposition reaction, it is essential to determine whether the nucleation or the

mobility of ah101i dislocations is the critical step in determining ah101i activity (or

the lack of it) at temperatures near and below Tk. It is possible that the motion of
ah101i dislocations is dependent on nucleation of these dislocations, and not so
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much on the critical resolved shear stress for ah101i glide (which is an indication of

the mobility of ah101i dislocations). A temperature-change test was conducted to

help to clarify this question. A Ni± 44 at.% Al sample was deformed in two stages:
® rstly, 1.9% strain at 875 K (strain rate, 2 £ 10¡5 s¡1), followed by, secondly, 0.96%

at 700 K (strain rate, 2 £ 10¡5 s¡1). As discussed in other pertinent literature

(Srinivasan et al. 1997, R. Srinivasan and M. J. Mills, 1999, unpublished research),

the temperature of 875 K was chosen as the optimum temperature for ah101i activity

(and subsequent decomposition of ah101i dislocations). Figure 8 (a) shows the
stress± strain plot for the previously described test while ® gure 8 (b) shows the defor-

mation microstructure for the sample after this sequence of deformation. At point A

in ® gure 8 (a) (after deformation at 875 K, completion of stage I), ah101i dislocations

would be present in the deformation microstructure, as con® rmed through mono-

tonic tests at that temperature and strain rate; no ah111i activity has been observed
in these monotonic tests (R. Srinivasan and M. J. Mills, 1999, unpublished research).

After the second stage of deformation (point B in ® gure 8 (a), completion of stage II),

both ah111i and ah101i dislocations (as well as ah010i decomposition productsy) are

observed in the ® nal deformation microstructure, as shown in ® gure 8 (b). However,

the yield strength obtained from the second stage of deformation is essentially the

same as that for an undeformed sample at 700 K. This result suggests that, even
though the pre-injected ah101i dislocations are plentiful, they are no longer mobile

below T k. Therefore, ah111i dislocations have to be generated, as observed in ® gure

8 (b), in order to accommodate plastic deformation at 700 K. These experiments

directly indicate that ah101i mobility is indeed strongly temperature dependent.

As will be evident from the decomposition model presented in the accompanying
paper (Brown et al. 2000), if the ah101i dislocation mobility is lower than the ah111i
mobility, there can be no expansion of the decomposition node, as has been experi-

mentally observed (see ® gure 5). Evolution of the decomposition node leading to

complete decomposition of the ah111i dislocations has been discussed in detail in the

accompanying paper (Brown et al. 2000).
Decomposition of ah111i dislocations and slip transition are thus closely related.

The important feature linking both these processes is ah101i dislocation mobility,

which is strongly temperature dependent (R. Srinivasan and M. J. Mills 1999,

unpublished research). The results of the temperature-change test (® gures 8 (a) and

(b)) also illustrate the strong temperature dependence of the ah101i dislocation

mobility. Miracle (1991) and Mills and Miracle (1993) have also addressed the
issue of the temperature-dependent critical resolved shear stress for ah101i disloca-

tions, but no clear link had been established previously between this proposition and

the actual mechanism of slip transition.

} 4. UNRESOLVED ISSUES
The detailed study of the deformation microstructure presented above has

attempted to show that decomposition of ah111i dislocations does indeed lead to

Slip transition at intermediate temperatures in h001i NiAl. I 2851

y The presence of a[010] and a[001] dislocations in this microstructure deserves additional
comment. As indicated in previous studies on bicrystals of NiAl (Mills and Miracle 1993, Mills
et al. 1998a), decomposition of ah011i dislocations is energetically favoured along the edge
orientation. The observation of a[010] and a[001] dislocations along the edge orientations is
thus fully consistent with the operation of a‰011Š…0·11† glide, and subsequent decomposition of
a[011] dislocations along the edge orientation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Stress-strain graph for a two-stage deformation experiment performed on Ni±
44 at.% Al to test the temperature dependence of mobility of ah101i dislocations. At
875 K, ah101i dislocations (and ah010i dislocations formed through decomposition of
ah101i dislocations) were injected into the microstructure. The specimen was then
cooled to 700 K and deformed in the ah111i deformation regime. The presence of
ah101i sources does not seem to aŒect the deformation behaviour, as seen in (b).
ah111i dislocations are generated at 700 K, since the ah101i sources are immobile at
this temperature. The yield strength (Y.S.) at 700 K is also unaŒected by the presence
of ah101i dislocations. (b) Micrograph showing a‰011Š dislocations generated at 875 K
(labelled D), a[010] and a[001] dislocations generated through decomposition of a[011]
dislocations (labelled A and B respectively), and a[111] dislocations generated at
700 K. The a[001] dislocations are observed in residual contrast: zone axis near [001].



the slip transition in Ni± 44 at.% Al. However, there are two outstanding questions

that the experimental evidence has raised.

(a) Anisotropic elasticity calculations (Fu and Yoo 1992, Brown et al. 2000)

show that decomposition is favoured near the edge orientation for Ni±

50 at.% Al and Ni± 44 at.% Al, irrespective of temperature, but stable

ah111i activity is observed in Ni± 44 at.% Al up to 800 K, as discussed

above in the text. What is the reason for the stability of ah111i dislocations

in Ni± 44 at.% Al (in general, for Ni-rich compositions, and possibly for Ni±
50 at.% Al) at temperatures below the `knee’?

(b) Figure 7 shows several interesting features associated with the post-decom-

position microstructure, such as the observation of ah010i dipoles. The

ah010i dipoles are very commonly observed and are clearly an important

by-product of the ah111i decomposition process. Simple elasticity theory,
which predicts a straightforward decomposition (e.g. an a‰·1·11Š dislocation

decomposing into a‰·101Š and a‰0·10Š dislocations along the ‰·111Š direction on

the (101) glide plane), cannot easily account for the observation of a[010]

dipoles in the deformation microstructure. What is the reason for the

observed post-decomposition microstructure at temperatures at (and just
above) the `knee’?

Explanations for these outstanding issues are presented in the theoretical study

and analysis of the ah111i decomposition process discussed in the accompanying

paper (Brown et al. 2000), which culminates in a model for ah111i decomposition

based on the microstructural observations presented above.

} 5. CONCLUSIONS
Microstructural evidence has shown the progression of decomposition of ah111i

dislocations in Ni± 44 at.% Al. Decomposition occurs along near-edge h111i orienta-

tions in the glide plane. The decomposition force on the ah111i dislocation is highest

along the near-edge (70.58 from the screw orientation) h111i directions in the glide

plane. Several interesting features are associated with the decomposition reaction,
such as the formation of locally decomposed nodes on ah111i segments, and the

observation of ah010i dipoles along with ah101i dislocations in the post-decomposi-

tion microstructure. The slip transition in Ni± 44 at.% Al is a direct result of the

decomposition of ah111i dislocations.
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